Nuu-chah-nulth and DFO
working together on ƛusmit
(herring) management
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The last four years have seen
positive changes to the management
of ƛusmit (herring) on the West Coast
of Vancouver Island (WCVI), changes that
begin to incorporate Nuu-chah-nulth values
and fisheries objectives into the overall planning.
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
has been working with Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations
in developing ƛusmit biosampling methods that
provide an alternative to the use of large and expensive
seine boats for collection. The understanding is that the
Nations will collect what DFO terms ‘nearshore’ samples
and compare them to samples collected by seine boat.
So far there does not appear to be any difference between
the two biosample collection methods besides weight. The
seine boat-caught ƛusmit weigh more because the near shore
samples are collected when the ƛusmit are spawning.
Biosampling is important because it enables scientists to
collect data on the age and size of ƛusmit returning to spawn,
which is used in evaluating the health of the WCVI ƛusmit stocks.
“We tried a number of different methods, but quickly settled
on cast netting which we’ve been using exclusively,” said Jim
Lane, Uu-a-thluk Southern Region Biologist, when discussing
the Nations’ collection system over the last number of years.
Cast nets are an ancient technology used to catch small
fish all over the world, usually from shore. They are portable,
affordable and easy to use on small boats.
Uu-a-thluk and the Nations are currently wrapping
up ƛusmit biosample collection for 2019 (the fifth year
of the five-year data set) and will meet with DFO in the
spring to review the data.
Nuu-chah-nulth-aht remain concerned about the low
abundance of ƛusmit and ƛusmit spawn. In a recent
letter to DFO, the Council of Ha’wiih (hereditary Chiefs)
commends DFO for their decision to close the WCVI
area to commercial ƛusmit fisheries in 2019, but insists
further protections are necessary.
“To help ensure WCVI herring stocks rebuild to
sustainable levels, a longer period of commercial
fishery closures will be required,” says the March
13 letter that followed the February Council of
Ha’wiih Forum on Fisheries which took place
in Campbell River. The Ha’wiih are calling for
an extension of the WCVI commercial ƛusmit
fishery closure to the year 2022.
The Nuu-chah-nulth definition of a
healthy ƛusmit population and community
preferences for Food and Ceremonial
ƛusmit harvest were also discussed at the
February forum. Claire Menendez (Simon
Fraser University Masters student), who
first proposed her Discrete Choice
Modelling project to the Ha’wiih back
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less sandy, fishing areas that are as
close as possible to their communities
(shorter travel times) and a smaller vs.

larger number of spawning sites (this particular finding was counter
to the initial expectation). The survey also looked at Nuu-chah-nulth
preferences for the layers of spawn on bough.
“I would love to have herring and herring spawn strong in
our area so that I can learn how to harvest myself. My mother’s
generation used to harvest but since the decline in herring, she
has not been able to teach me in our traditional harvest areas,”
commented one survey participant.
Menendez will be forwarding the survey results to DFO, as
requested by Dr. Laura Brown, Area Director, South Coast, at the
February Forum on Fisheries.
In addition to the collaborative ƛusmit biosample collection
efforts, consideration of the ‘Nuu-chah-nulth ƛusmit Perspectives’
survey and JTWG Herring Committee work, DFO is supportive
of looking at how herring fisheries could be modified based on
in-season information. The department has approached Lane about
drafting an in-season management plan for the ƛusmit fishery
(ƛusmit is one of the last few fisheries currently based strictly on
pre-season forecasts).
Nuu-chah-nulth-aht maintain that when ƛusmit populations
are rebuilt, they are willing
to share the resource with
other users. By incorporating
Nuu-chah-nulth values and
traditional knowledge into
ƛ usmit management on
WCVI, the hope is that the
stocks will be successfully
res tored to levels tha t
c an once again sus t ain
commercial fisheries for all.

Casting a net successfully
takes practice, and Joshua
Charleson, Uu-a-thluk
Fisheries Technician, knows
exactly how to do it.

Jessica Johnson, Uu-a-thluk Fisheries Technician, checks out
the herring biosamples caught in the cast net.

